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Known for its historic canals, wide sidewalks and beautiful squares, the city of Mendoza o�ers the opportunity 
to enjoy the rhythm of a city that grows with its surrounding vineyards. The plan includes visits to its main 
tourist attractions: Foundational area, squares and avenues of Mendoza, Civic Center, General San Martín Park 
and Cerro de la Gloria.
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A wine tour in Mendoza is a must if you like wine and visit Argentina! You'll visit several wineries to sample 
locally-grown varietals and discover what makes a great wine, without having to worry about driving between 
stops—instead, you can soak up views of rolling vineyards.
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If you ever dreamed about �ying slowly and placidly 
in a wonderful place, in full harmony with nature, 
then you imagined a balloon �ight. 

Experience sunrise or sunset �ying over one of the 
most famous wine country regions in the world, 
framed by breathtaking views of the Andes Moun-
tains. 

This is, for sure, the perfect plan for your next visit to 
Mendoza.
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The paragliding excursion in Mendoza has become a product that, along with the best wine in the world and 
the ascent to Mount Aconcagua, is already a trademark. The tour starts when the company picks you us up at 
the lodge or hotel. As a result of the prevailing dry climate, it is possible to paraglide year round, provided that 
the weather conditions are favorable.

Just �fteen minutes away from the City of Mendoza, there lies Mount Arco, a matchless outdoor activity and 
�ying center at 1,640 meters of height. The famous General San Martín Park and the entire City of Mendoza 
may be observed from its top.
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The proposal is to cycle along the famous Caminos del Vino, in a unique and fun way, while at the same time 
taking care of the environment. Less carbon dioxide pollution results in clean, pure air.

It is an experience where di�erent experiences are combined: pedaling along the majestic Cordillera de Los 
Andes with the air on your face, thus giving a feeling of being in total contact with nature.
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Horse riding in Rancho ´e Cuero is the on of the 
main activities. Trail riding getting to the highest 
peaks of the ranch, in a mind-blowing scenery is 
available for  everyone.

 Previous experience is not required. If you are a 
novice we´ll be there to advice and help, making 
you feel comfortable from the very beginning.
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Trekking is a fun and challenging option, walking through green valleys and mountain trails, giving you the 
possibility to be in real touch with nature, listening the river �ow, birds singing and wind noises… 

There are trails for every level, all of them of incredible beauty. The duration depends on you! From 30 minutes 
till full day excursions, with a light picnic lunch in the way.  
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The lodge is home to a fascinating and diverse number of �ora and fauna species. The preservation of nature 
allows red deer, guanacos, foxes, hares and an amazing variety of birds, to be permanent residents in this 
ranch. Whenever you are riding, hiking or �shing, you´ll be surrounded by them. For Photo Safari lovers this is a 
fantastic place since the interaction with wildlife is permanent. 

Enjoy spying on guanaco droves while riding, listen red 
stags roaring while having breakfast at the terrace or 
just lay on the grass watching a Condor �ight!
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Taking a bath in the stream is revitalizing and fun! Accommodate yourself under a small water fall and let your 
body relax under the natural massage it o�ers…. There are numerous ponds where to get in within walking 
distance from the lodge. Spend a perfect afternoon in river banks having a sunbath, listening nothing but the 
water �ow while reading a book.



Club tapiz is located in a residence built in 1890, and surrounded by 10 hectares of mendozas �nest, vineyards. 
Due to its location on the wine route-, club tapiz has been carefully restored to preserve, its renaissance-style 
villa structure and to, ensure architectural synergy with its, surroundings. 

The seven exclusive rooms o�er, enthralling views of the andes. Guests will enjoy, excellent regional cuisine 
and �ne wine in, terruno- club tapiz restaurant. The hotels, exclusive spa o�ers relaxing treatments to make, 
your stay complete.
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Diplomatic is a unique place in Mendoza. With exceptional architectural quality, extreme attention to detail 
and great care put into all of the facilities, the hotel o�ers a unique experience in each space. All this, added to 
the beauty of the city of Mendoza and the impressive views of the Andes, make stays at Diplomatic something 
di�cult to forget.
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Luxury Wine Hotel & Spa "The Modern Mendoza Experience for Wine Lovers." Welcome to Entre Cielos, a 
24-room luxury boutique hotel set against the stunning backdrop of the snow-capped Andes mountains and 
nearly a dozen acres of vineyards.
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Luxury Wine Hotel & Spa "The Modern Mendoza Experience for Wine Lovers" Welcome to Entre Cielos, a 
24-room luxury boutique hotel set against the stunning backdrop of the snow-capped Andes mountains and 
nearly a dozen acres of vineyards.
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Its warm and avant-garde architecture accompa-
nies the story of Dante in the Divine Comedy, we 
will �nd three halls and tunnels that take us to 
hell, a particular and charming place, full of 
barrels and works of art. 

Then you walk through purgatory and arrive in 
paradise, where the visit culminates in a lunch 
with family recipes and a tasting with the magical 
Enemies. Wines with excellent international 
scores are the great treasure. 

Art and history are the pillars of this great sensory 
experience.
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The excellence of Abrasado is based on the complete traceability of the product, our hallmark: dry-aged 
meats, a process by which aged meat improves its �avor, color, tenderness, texture and juiciness.




������Bodega Largade

 Explore the textures and �avors o�ered in our restaurant, based on a combination of various �re-roasting 
techniques -iron sheet, ember, vertical spit, open-�ame and adobe ovens- using local ingredients. 

The Chef designs signature recipes based on regional cuisine with a heavy in�uence of Italian notes. 

The dishes are prepared using local and seasonal products, vegetables and herbs grown in our private garden, 
and extra virgin olive oil produced from the ancient olive trees fruit of our Finca.



	�����������Sheraton Mendoza Hotel
An impressive view of the city and the mountain range. With an international menu suitable for 5-star hotel 
passengers and a comfortable and stylish environment, the hotel's 17th �oor has huge windows facing west. 

Our recommendation is to pre-order at the hotel's Cava or at the Devas Bar to go up to 17 and order a la carte.
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Huge windows that give the possibility to appreciate the landscape from height almost in its 360 °. With a 
delicious executive menu for lunch, the Faro Bistró kitchen has a very cosmopolitan menu of dishes.

 The restaurant is very bright and has a modern, simple and unpretentious atmosphere. El Faro can be enjoyed 
for breakfast, lunch and evenings where the lights of the city give a special tint to the night.
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The Garnish bar located in the heart of Mendoza is more than just a bar for whiskeys, drinks and dishes. It is a 
temple where every label in the world is displayed to tempt the consumer, but also as a work of art waiting to 
be admired by each visitor to convey its history.
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If you are a lover of Argentine cuisine, come to this bar. Ground Aristides prides itself on its tasty hamburgers, 
generous tapas and tender pork. Based on the guests' opinions, waiters serve amazing craft beer and gin here.



We'll take care of your ground transportation in and out to make it hassle free. Our driver will wait for you at 
the airport and take you to the hotel. 

On your last day at Mendoza we'll be sure you're on time at the airport to catch your next �ight! 

 
On the hoter hand, with our guide, you'll enjoy the city and visit the main tourist spots on a private vehicle. 
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